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Doshisha Women’s College of Liberal Arts 
Japanese Language Immersion Course 2024 
Japanese Language Inquiry 

*In order to provide you with the most effective Japanese Language Course, the Japanese
teachers need the following information.

*Please answer the following questions as accurately as possible.

Full Name University/College 

Ⅰ．Previous Japanese Language Study 

Institution Location Period of Attendance Year(s)/ 
Month(s) 

 to   
year        month     year     month

 to   
year      month      year     month

 to   
year        month      year     month

I I． Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) 
*JLPT is administered by Japan Educational Exchanges and Services (JEES) in Japan, and by the Japan Foundation outside Japan.

Have you ever taken the Japanese Language Proficiency Test? 

*If yes, please describe your level.

*If you have the official score sheet, please submit a copy of it.

I I I． Information on your current Japanese language class   

 －How many students are in your class?    

    －How many class hours per week?  

    －How many class hours in total so far? 

 －What is the name of the main textbook?  

 －How much of it have you covered so far? 

 －How long does it take to cover one lesson? 

 －Do you have any other materials besides the main textbook? 

Year(s)

Year(s)

Year(s)

Month(s) 

Month(s) 

Month(s) 

Yes No
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Ⅳ．Your current level of Japanese  (Please check ☑  all applicable answers) 

― I can speak  

--- You can hardly speak Japanese.   
--- You can exchange greetings and introduce yourself in Japanese.

--- You can manage to communicate with Japanese people in Japanese.

--- You can participate in everyday conversation in Japanese.

--- You can speak Japanese fluently. 

― I can write 

(How many? ------  □ few   □most   □all  )

(How many? ------  □ few   □most   □all  )

(How many? ------    ) 

(How many? ------    ) 

― I can read 

no Japanese

only hiragana

hiragana and katakana

a few kanji

everyday kanji

the kanji in newspapers

(How many? ------  □ few   □most   □all  )

(How many? ------  □ few   □most   □all  )

(How many? ------    ) 

(How many? ------    ) 

― I can understand 

a few words

on very limited everyday topics

on limited everyday topics

on usual everyday topics

on every topic and current topics

…You can hardly understand Japanese.  

…  You can exchange greetings and introduce yourself  in Japanese

…You can manage to communicate with Japanese people in Japanese. 

□ only if the person speaks slowly

□ even if  the person speaks normally

…You can participate in everyday conversation in Japanese.  

□ only if the person speaks slowly

□ even if the person speaks normally

…You can understand Japanese completely.  

Ⅴ．Have you ever participated in any special activities relating to Japan?  If yes, please describe it. 

(e.g. Tutor for the Japanese students/ Experiences of Japanese culture/ etc.) 

a few words

on very limited everyday topics

on limited everyday topics

on usual everyday topics

on every topic and current topics

no Japanese

only hiragana

hiragana and katakana

a few kanji

everyday kanji

the kanji in newspapers
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